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Abstract-This paper studies the diversity measure of base kernel
matrices. First, rank space diversity is proposed as a diversity
measure of base kernel matrices. Then, a rule for choosing base
kernel matrices is deduced by this diversity measure. Last, our
rule's validation is claimed by some experiments on artificial
data set and benchmark data set.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently kernel method has successfully been used to solve
various problems and becomes a durative hotspot in machine
learning. Because kernel function decides the main
performance of learning machine, the choice of kernel
function is a key factor in kernel method. Learning kernel is
good idea for choosing a suitable kernel function. There are
many approaches to learn kernel, such as cross validation
approach[1],[2], kernel alignment approach[3], and
semidefinite programming (SDP) approach[4]. Learning
kernel function isn't an easy problem because all information
we know is some training data points and testing data points.
Since kernel method extracts all information from the inner
products of training data points in feature space and the values
of the kernel function at data points which are not present are
irrelevant, it isn't need to learn a kernel function over the
entire sample space, instead, we can learn a finite-dimensional
kernel matrix which are the inner products in feature space
between all pairs of present data points(also known as a Gram
matrix) as a substitute of learning a kernel function. Learning
kernel matrix based on the present data points is easier than
learning kernel function over the entire sample space.
Two problems must be solved in learning kernel matrix, one
is to choose a family of suitable base kernel matrices while
another is to combine these base kernel matrices. The majority
approaches of learning kernel matrix focus on the combination
of base kernel matrices, such as Lanckriet's SDP[4],
Cristianini's Alignment[3], and etc. In fact, choosing a family
of suitable base kernel matrices is very important because it
decides the range and structure of optional kernel matrices.
The importance of base kernel matrices is similar to that of
base vectors in vector space. The unsuitable base kernel
matrices will result in a bad performance of learning machine,
contrastively the suitable base kernel matrices are greatly
beneficial to learn kernel matrix. Up to now, there are hardly
rules about the choice of base kernel matrices, except some
inexplicit statements. In this paper, we will study the explicit
rules for choosing base kernel matrices in support vector
machine (SVM).
How to construct the explicit rules for choosing base kernel
matrices? Firstly we must remain the prime aim of kernel
method in brain. In SVM, the aim of kernel method is to solve
nonlinear separable problems, i.e. kernel function ought to
improve the linear separability of sample data points. Thus
the separability of sample data points in feature space can be
considered as a rule of choosing base kernel matrices, of
course we must simultaneity avoid the over-fitness phenomena
to training sample data. In this paper, we propose rank space
diversity as a measure for diversity of base kernel matrices,
and deduce an explicit rule to choose base kernel matrices
from this rank space diversity.
The rest sections of this paper are arranged as follows.
Section 2 introduces briefly the closest point principle (CPP)
and the relationship between the separibility of sample data
points and kernel matrix. In Section 3, we propose rank space
diversity as a diversity measure ofbase kernel matrices. By this
concept, we define the different types of rank space diversity
among matrices, including rank space non-diversity, rank space
diversity, rank space strongly diversity and rank space totally
diversity. Then a rule for choosing base kernel matrices is
deduced by this diversity measure. In Section 4, some
experiments on artificial data set and benchmark data set are
carried out, which claim that our rule which deduces form rank
space diversity gives a better classification performance. The
last section is some conclusions and expectations.
II. THE CLOSEST POINT PRINCIPLE AND SEPARABILITY
By introducing the concept "reduced convex hull", Bennett
[5] proofed the maximal margin principle (MIP) for SVM is
equivalent to the closest pint principle (CPP) no matter linear
separable case or linear inseparable case. Considering that
CPP gives a more intuitive geometric interpretation of SVM
and a more direct description for separability of sample data.
In this paper, we use the models based on CPP to discuss the
learning kernel matrix. In this Section, we introduce the CPP
briefly and deduce some sufficient conditions for linear
separable of sample data set.
Given a labeled sample set
S={(xI,yI},(X2,Y2} ...,(XI,Y1)}I
where
xi E Xc R' is the input data,
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Yi ei Y = {1, -1} is the labeled index,
i =1,2,--,1.
The convex hulls of positive class sample and negative class
sample are defined respectively as
co(S, )={x I=x= ,Ya1 =1,0<.a <1}
Yi=1 yi=l
and
co(S, )={x x= E , Ea=1,0O a <1}.
Y,=-l Yi=-l
Our aim is to find an optimal hyperplane to separate two
classes of sample. Generally, we can use MMP or CPP to
construct this optimal hyperplane. MMP constructs this
hyperplane by maximizing the margin between two parallel
bounding separating planes, which separate and bound the
positive class sample and negative class sample respectively.
The idea of MMP is showed in Fig. 1.The famous SVM is
based on this principle. CPP constructs this hyperplane by
finding two closest points between the convex hulls of positive
sample and negative sample, then constructing the vertical
bisector for the segment jointing the two closest points, its
idea is showed in Fig. 2. Bennett [5] has proved CPP is
equivalent to MMP. Since CPP gives an intuitive geometric
interpretation of SVM and has a more direct description for
separability of sample data, we prefer to use CPP to construct
the classification models in this paper.
When the sample data are linearly inseparable, the kernel
method is introduced commonly to deal with the inseparable
problem. The kernel method implicitly maps the original space
to a high dimensional feature space by a nonlinear map 0, and
finds the optimal hyperplane in this feature space. The
"implicitly" means that we don't need the full definition of the
nonlinear map 0 , except for the definition of the kernel
function
k(xi, Xj ) = 0(Xi ) - (xj )
In kernel method, the kernel function decides the classifier's
main performance. Selecting a suitable kernel function is its
key problem.
The model based on CPP can be formulated as follows.
min
I 11 E aio(xi)- E aio(xXi) 112 =I aTG(K)a
a 2 y1y 2
S.T. ya=Ya =I,a, 20
yi=l Yi=-l
(1)
Where the kernel matrix K = [k(xi, xj1)] is also known as
Gram matrix, which is symmetric and positive semidefinite,
the matrix G(K) is defined by
G,, (K) = yIK- yj = yik(xi, xj)yj.
If aTG(K)a >0 for arbitrary feasible solution a of (1),
then the sample data are linearly separable in feature space,
otherwise it is linearly inseparable. We can therefore use
D(S>SI )= D(a*)
=min{ la G(K)al a = E a =1,a, .0}























Fig.2 The closest points principle
to measure the separability of sample data in feature space. If
G(K) is a positive definite matrix, then D(S>, SI-) >0 and
the sample set is linearly separable in feature space. Therefore,
if we select G(K) with a positive definite matrix, then
sample data must be linearly separable in feature space. The
below theorem shows the positive definite (or positive
semidefinite) of G(K) is equivalent to that of K.
Theorem 2.1 The positive definite (positive semidefinite)






a G(K)a=,B KB, and a.0 # ,6.O.
Hence the positive definite (positive semidefinite) of
G(K) is equivalent to the positive definite (positive
semidefinite) of K. 0
Above fact claims the linear separability of sample data in





III. RANK SPACE DIVERSITY OF BASE KERNEL MATRICES
A. Learning Kernel Matrix
Suppose P is a set of symmetric and positive semidefinite
matrices. The problem of learning kernel matrix in P can be
formulated a max-min problem as follows.
max D(S>S,S)=max min aT G(K)a
KeP I KeP a 2
S.T. ya, = Ya, = 1,a, 20. (2)
Yi=1 Yi=-
The volume of P is neither too abundant for avoiding the
over-fitting, nor too poor for the good classification
performance. A simple way for the choice of P is
m
P= KIK=>YAK,,A 20,trace(K)<c (3)
i=l
where Ki is base kernel matrix, which is symmetric and
semipositive. Ki may be linear, Gaussian, polynomial, or
other kernel matrix. To obtain a good kernel matrix, two keys
problems must be carried out. The first key problem is how to
select base kernel matrix Ki, the second key problem is how
to combine these Ki into an optimal kernel matrix. Lanckriet
et al. discuss the second problem with semidefinite
programming [4]. The first problem is also important because
it decides the structure and range of P A principle of
selecting Ki is to maintain the diversity of base kernel matrices,
therefore we must define the diversity of base kernel matrices.
B. Rank Space Diversity ofMatrices
Suppose matrices A, B are of same column number 1, the
null space of A n B means the subspace of RI:
Null(A B)= {x:xe R',Ax =O,Bx =O}.
We consider a difference between A and B by Null(A n B)
If the dimension of Null(A0B) is smaller, we think the
difference between A andB is bigger. We call this difference
as rank space diversity and give the definition as follows (The
reason why we call it with rank space diversity will be seen
below).
Definition 3.1 (Rank Space Diversity) Suppose the
dimension of the null space of A, B ,and A n B are NJ N2
and N respectively. The rank space diversity of A and B is
defined as
RSD(A, B) = N1+ N2 - 2xN. (4)
Especially,
A andB is rank space non-diversified ifRSD(A, B) = 0,
A and B is rank space diversified if RSD(A, B) . 0
A andB is rank space strongly diversified ifA andB is rank
space diversified and N < min{N1, N2 }.
A and B is rank space totally diversified ifA and B is rank
space strongly diversified andN =0.
From the definition 3.1, we can know RSD(A, B)
expresses the magnitude of the rank space diversity of
A and B . The bigger RSD(A, B) is, the bigger the rank
space diversity of A and B is.
The Definition of rank space diversity is based on the
dimension of null space. The following theorem shows the
reason we name it with rank space diversity.
Theorem 3.1
RSD(A,B) = 2x rank([AT BT]T)
- rank(A) - rank(B)
2) RSD(A,B) . 0
3) A andB is rank space non-diversified
¢ rank([AT BT]T) -(rank(A)+ rank(B))
2
4) A andB is rank space diversified
¢ rank([AT BT]T) (rank(A) + rank(B))
2
5) A andB is rank space strongly diversified
> rank([AT BT]T)> (rank(A)+rank(B)),
2
and rank([AT BT]T) >max{frank(A), rank(B)}
6) A andB is rank space totally diversified
r rank([AT BT]T) = rank(A) + rank(B) 1,
rank(A) <l, and rank(B) <l
Proof.
1) By making use ofthe equation
Dim(A) + rank(A) = 1,
we can conclude
RSD(A,B) =N1+N2-2xN
= 1 - rank(A)+l - rank(B)
-2x ( -rank([AT BT]T))
=2x rank([AT BT]T)
- rank(A) - rank(B)
The proof of 2),3),4),5) and 6) is simple, we leave it out. 0
Theorem 3.1 express rank space diversity can also be
decided by the rank of matrices, so we name it with rank
space diversity.
Now we consider the rank space diversity of matrices
Al, A21 * *, Aq Firstly, we consider the case of three
matrices Al, A2, A3, we define their rank space diversity by
3 3
RSD(A1, A2, A3)= RSD(A4.J A1),
k




Then, we can define the rank space diversity of matrices
Al, A2, * *, Aq by recursion.
Definition 3.2 The rank space diversity A1, A2, *.., Aq is
defined as
q q
RSD(A, A2,* Aq)=>, RSD(Ai, U Ai.)
i=1 J.=l j i
Especially , Al, A2, *.., Aq is called by pairwise rank space
strongly diversified (PRSSD) if arbitrary two matrices of
A1, A2,* *, Aq are rank space strongly diversified.
Example 3.1: If vI,v2,... ,v, are linear independent
vectors in RI, then v1<,T 2v,T .., v vfT are PRSSD.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose Ai E R-xl, Ai . 0, m < l
i = 1,2,***,q, and Al, A2, * **,Aq are PRSSD, then
if q = I => rank([Al Al Aq I ) =1I
Proof.
*Al, A2 , **,Aq are PRSSD and A , i = 1,2,., q
**rank( Al A2 **Aq] )>-.. > rank([AI A
> rank(Al ) >0
Hence, if q = 1,we have rank([Al AlT * Aq]T) f
Theorem 3.2 indicates for rank([Al AlT *- AqT]T)=,weat
most only select q = 1 when Al,A, , Aq are pairwise rank
space diversified non-zero matrices.
C. A rule for the choice ofbase kernel matrices
Now we give a rule to choose base kernel matrices so that
the linear separability of sample data points in feature space
can be improved as large as possible.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose K1, K2 are symmetric and positive




> xT(K1 + K2)x = 0
> xTKlx = xTK2x = 0 (v. KI, K2 are symmetric and
positive semidefinite matrices)
From xTKlx =0, we can obtain Klx =0.
In fact, because K1 is symmetric and positive semidefinite
matrices, we have
'TK1 (Q (Q x)T(Q1x) =0
XQ 0Tx=0Q1Q1x=o Klx = 0
For same reason, we have K2x = 0. The proof is finished.
Corollary 3.1. Suppose K1,..., Kq are symmetric and
positive semidefinite matrices. If
(Ki +K2 +**+ Kq)X= 0,
then
Klx = K2x =**=Kqx = 0.
Corollary 3.2 Suppose Kl,... , Kq are symmetric and
positive semidefinite Rlxl matrices. Then
K1 +K2 +- -+Kq
is positive definite if and only if
rank([KI K2 ... Kq])=.
Remark 3.1. From theorem 3.3, we can obtain the positive
definite of K1+K2 by improving the rank([K1 K2])
Now that the bigger RSD(K1, K2) means the
bigger rank[K1 K2] , we can use rank space diversity
RSD(K1, K2) to measure the degree of positive definite
ofK1 +K2.
Now we consider the choice for base kernel matrices in the
kernel learning problem with a combination oftwo base kernel
matrices. Its mathematic model is as follows.
max min aTG(K)ayU a 2
S.T. ya, = a =l,a, .0
Yi=l Yi=-l
K =,cuKl +y2K2
A 2 0,i = 1,2
trace(K) < c
(5)
Where K1, K2 are base kernel matrices that are symmetric
and positive semidefinite matrices, the constraint condition
trace(K) < c denotes the control to over-fitness [4].
It is obvious that the linear separability of sample data in
feature space can be assured by the positive definite ofK, and
the positive definite ofK can be obtained if only K1 andK2
is rank space totally diversified. Therefore a reasonable rule
for the choice of base kernel matrices K1 and K2 is that
RSD(K1, K2) is as big as possible, for example, K1 andK2
is rank space strongly diversified.
To the case of the combination of base kernel matrices
KI, K2, * *,Kq, we can obtain a similar rule for the choice
of base kernel matrices from same deduction.
In a word, a reasonable rule for the choice of base kernel
matrices is that RSD(K1, K2, **, Kq) is as big as possible,




For the learning kernel matrix with a labeled data
S, {(X1,Y1 },(x2,Y2 },.* *, (xl,y, )} and a unlabeled data
Ts {X,I1, Xl+2,...* , }, we can construct its mathematic
models by CPP as follows.
max min 1 aT (G(Ktr) + (3I)ayU a 2







Where K = KT Kw]
(6)
Kij =< b(xi), b(xj) > , i,j = 1,2, ... 11 +1 * +s
Ktr denotes the "training-data block", Kt denotes the "test-
data block", Ktr denotes the "mixed block", S is a small
non-negative constant, which is similar to the reciprocal of the
punishment weight for misclassification in tradition SVM
model. The model (6) for arbitrary given feasible , is a strictly
convex programming problem. This model can be solved by
semidefinite programming [4] or other algorithms [6], [7], [8],
[9].
A. A Artificial Data set
To examine our rule's validation, we first produce an artificial
data set by sine function as follows. The training set is the set
{(0, ±0.1), (0.5ff, sin(0.5ff) ± 0.1),
** ,(2;T, sin(2;T)± 0.1)}
and the testing set is the set
{(0.25ff, sin(ff) ± 0.1), (0.75ff, sin(0.75fT) ± 0.1),
(1.75ff, sin(I .75fT) ± 0.1)}
The samples located above sine curve are assigned as positive
class, while those samples located below sine curve are
assigned as negative class. The sample data is described in
Fig.3, in which the positive samples in training set and testing
set are symbolized by star and diamond respectively, while the
negative samples in training set and testing set are symbolized
by circle and square respectively.
This data set is difficult to be classified by classical SVM.
Now we adopt kernel learning method to classify it. To
examine our rule's validation, we investigate the classification
performances with six schemes for this data set. The front
three schemes choose one-order polynomial kernel function,
two-order polynomial kernel function, and three-order
polynomial kernel functions, and the corresponding kernel
matrices are denoted by K1,K2 and K3. The fourth scheme
chooses the kernel matrix by learning the linear combination
of K1,K2 and K3. The last two schemes choose the kernel
matrices by learning the linear combination of eigenvectors of
K1 and K1+K2+K3 respectively. Tab.1 lists their classification
results.
B. A Benchmark Data Set
We select benchmark data set "Heart" to investigate our
rule's validation to real data. The heart data set are obtained
from STATLOG. We randomly select 60% from the data set
as training set, and take the residual 40% as test set. Similarly
we adopt six schemes to investigate the classification
performances. The front three schemes choose one-order
polynomial kernel function, two-order polynomial kernel
function, and three-order polynomial kernel functions, and the
corresponding kernel matrices are denoted by K1, K2 and K3.
The fourth scheme chooses the kernel matrix by learning the
linear combination of K1, K2 and K3. The last two schemes
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Fig .3 Sine data set
Tab. 1 the results for the artificial data set "Sine". RSD denotes rank space
diversity of base kernel matrices, TRA denotes the training-set accuracy, TSA
denotes the test-set accuracy
Scheme RSD a ,c Margin TRA (%) TSA (%)
1 No 1.71e-06 80 50
2 No 0 50 50
3 No 6.50e-011 80 50
4 PRSSD c=I 0 0.0121 100 87.5,5 =0 0.11 10 85
5 PRSSD c=0.5 0.0016 100 75
6 PRSSD c=.05 0.0111 100 100
Tab.2 the results for the benchmark data set "Heart". RSD denotes rank space
diversity of base kernel matrices, TRA denotes the training-set accuracy, TSA
denotes the test-set accuracy
Scheme RSD l ,c Margin TRA) SA
I N
=0 1.61e-05 43.83 40.74
1 No a =0.1 0.0035 100 82.41
2 No
=0 8.64e-04 88.89 75
=0.1 0.0051 100 75
3 0o= 0.0023 100 753 No a =0.1 0.0068 100 76.85
4 PRSSD a =O,c=5 0.0025 100 78.70R
=0.1,c=0.05 0.0031 100 82.41
PRSSD a =O,c=5 6.76e-04 83.95 71.30R
=0.1, c=5 0.0032 100 84.26
6 PRSSD F=0, c1000 0.0030 100 76.85R 0..,c= 1 0.0026 100 85.19
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of eigenvectors of K1 and K1+K2 respectively. Tab.2 lists their
classification results.
Form Tab. 1 and Tab.2, we can see almost all schemes in
which rank space diversity are big achieve a better
classification performance, including a better training-set
accuracy, a better test-set accuracy and a big margin, no matter
the data set is the artificial data set "Sine" or the benchmark
data set "Heart'. These results claim that our rule for the
choice of base kernel matrices is validation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose rank space diversity as a diversity
measure of base kernel matrices, deduce a rule for the choice
of base kernel matrices from this rank space diversity, and
claim our rule's validation by some experiments. The more
precise diversity measure, combination method of classifiers,
and constructing some kernel matrices which match the given
problem, all can be considered as future work.
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